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Learning Objectives 

1. Explore strategies to engage and appropriately partner with law 
enforcement.

2. Discuss opportunities to coordinate OUD medication management 
with jails.

3. Explain the role of country drug courts and possible partnerships



Strategies to engage and appropriately 
partner with law enforcement  

1. Invite drug task force officers to meetings.
2. Involve your local Sheriff or a representative
3. Involve Police Chiefs or a representative
4. Community Corrections/probation can be an “in” to getting law 

enforcement on board. 



Opportunities to Coordinate OUD medication 
management with Jails
Bup vs methadone
◦ Waivered physicians can prescribe bup in jails
◦ Nurse buy in
◦ Community partnerships and referrals
◦ Prompt jail screening

Methadone
◦ Three day limit!! – how to work around
◦ Partnered OTPs can deliver methadone
◦ Jails have the option of becoming an OTP… ugh!! 
◦ The third option?!!? DEA could allow an OTP to “chain of custody” dispense methadone and have a 

second pharmacy deliver to the jail.



Opportunities cont.
Close working relationship with Jail physicians and nursing can look 
like:

◦ Dose verification and notification of guest dosing status
◦ Consultation on switching from methadone to bup
◦ Level of care following incarceration

How to support your Jail
◦ Judiciary and corrections
◦ Timely notice of discharges
◦ PO’s and system on board with MAT



Opportunities cont.
Things unique to Hennepin Healthcare and Hennepin Co jail
• Using EPIC
◦ Jail nursing on epic
◦ Addiction medicine
◦ Jail and hospital MDs all on epic

• Close working relationship with treatment courts
◦ LADCs in addiction medicine working in treatment courts
◦ PO’s supportive of MAT
◦ Notifying jail of treatment court participants sanctions (jail time)
◦ Importance of cross training



Discuss opportunities to coordinate OUD 
medication management with jails.

•In Morrison County, the Jail administrator recognized the cost and time savings 
of utilizing buprenorphine to assist with withdrawal symptoms.  

•MEnD Correctional Care worked with our local clinic to get up to speed and to 
begin prescribing OUD. 

•The jail received a gift/grant to pay for the OUD medication. Statistics are being 
tracked in hope that the county board will agree to fund the medication in the 
future for in custody induction.   

•Corrections/probation can assist with follow up if pre-trial or sentenced clients 
are placed on an OUD medication.



Explain the role of country drug courts and 
possible partnerships

1. Due to the collaborative staffing approach, partnership is a natural fit if you 
have OUD medication clients. 

2. Drug Court clients are sometimes hesitant to disclose that they are on an OUD 
medication if they feel the team and/or participants are not supportive.

3. Morrison County Drug Court began in 2014.  Our current Drug Court Judge is 
not opposed to Drug Court participants utilizing an OUD medication.  In the 
last 2 years we have had 6 participants who were taking Buprenorphine.  



Explain role of county drug courts and 
possible partnerships
oSAMHSA grant in Henn CO (2016)
◦ Henn co drug court required taper of MAT when sentenced in
◦ Grant… incentivized adoption of MAT
◦ Hennepin Healthcare Addiction Medicine partnered with Henn Co Drug Court
◦ Almost immediately expanded to include all Henn Co treatment courts
◦ DUI court, Veterans, Homes, etc

◦ Judicial leadership
◦ Immediately apparent to Judges and staff that MAT works and the evidence supports it
◦ Everyone follows Judges leadership
◦ Judge Chou and Brandt amazing work in this space 



Role of county drug courts continued…
https://youtu.be/_Vr6M4cE7s8

https://youtu.be/_Vr6M4cE7s8




Drug court partnership cont.
•Team approach
◦ PO’s 
◦ Concurrent treatment providers
◦ Chance to build and refine relationships with county and local providers

◦ Other resources
◦ Employment, housing, peer recovery, etc. 

•Encourage team screening
◦ 18? 
◦ 1 year hx of use dx
◦ PO’s Cops Judges Clerks etc can all screen
◦ New York – treatment starts at point of arrest?



Drug court partnership cont.
•Expanding beyond one preferred provider?
◦ Successful OBAT pts being sentenced in?
◦ Move OBAT? Require OTP?
◦ Vermont treatment needs questionnaire

• Successful OTP pts being sentenced in?
◦ Almost all methadone pts have move to Hennepin Healthcare's OTP
◦ Overflow?
◦ Drug court MAT representative coordinating between other OTP’s and OBATs

• Possible pitfalls
◦ OTP buprenorphine pts not on PMP
◦ Inappropriate dosing or poor communication
◦ Sedation in treatment?
◦ Lower average dose? 



Strategies to engage and appropriately 
partner with corrections/probation

•Contrary to some myths out there, we do actually want to help people versus just locking 
them up! 

•Corrections had some bad experiences with Methadone programs in the late 90’s and 
early 2000’s.  

•One champion (client or correction employee) can open the door.  Rural providers 
should absolutely reach out to corrections.  

•Ask your patients- are you on probation, what county?  Have them sign a release so that 
you can help them be successful.  

•Understand that we have worked with many of these clients for years.  We know some of 
the signs of when they are falling back into old habits.  We also know their tricks when 
that happens. 
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